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                                                            '                                                                 '
        The mechanism of the metal cutting process by the single-point cutting tool with

     side cutting edge angle was geometrically investigated. Moreover the mean shearing

     stress, the shearing strain and others were calculated and the relationship among

     them was examined by means of applying the experimental results. ･

                                1. Introduction

    The researches on the cutting mechanism have made remarkable progress particularly

in these fifteen years. That is, Merchanti) and Piispanen2) have published the well-

known orthogonal cutting theories, and the cutting rnechanism'  has been investigated

mostly as the orthogonal cutting operations. HoWever most of the cutting operations at

the practical laboratory works are the three-dimensional cutting, and single-point cutting

tool is universally used.

    We can find the researches about the three-dimensional cutting by Merchant3), Sta-

bler4), Shaw5) and Co!wel16), and these researchers referred to the application of the

orthogonal cutting theory to the three-dimensional cuttitg. In 1952, Shaw examined the

mechanism of the oblique cutting as the foundation of the three-dimensional cutting by

putting together the researches of Merchant, Stabler and others, but not examined the

influence of the rake angle in the case of the single-point tool.

    Since the mechanism of the metal cutting by the single-point cutting tool is not

surnciently made clear, we examined the effective rake angle of the tool and the effective

shear angle geometrically and led the formulae for calculating the mean shearing stress,

the shearing strain and others in this report. Then we investigated the experimental

results calculated with these formulae in comparison with the tendency about the ar-

thogonal cutting.

      2. The meehanism of the metal cutting process by the single-point

         eutting tool '
    We consider the cutting mechanism when the cylindrical specimen is cut by the

single.-point cutting tool iorming the fiow-type chip without built-up edge. As shown

in Fig. 1, it is assurned that the shear occurs as the tool goes ahead, anq the chip flows

rubbing the rake face of the tool, same as the orthogonal cutting theory. Each chara-

cter in Fig.lshows the follOwing. ･ '
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   S=Feed (mmlrev.).

   t==Depth of cut (mm).

   Ce=End cutting edge angle

      (degree).

   Cs==Side cutting edge angle

     (degree).

   tvbe==Rake angle m.easured in

     the plane perpendicular to

     the side cutting edge (nor-

     mal rake angle) (degree).

   ae =Rake angle measured in

     the plane cortaining both

     the chip fiow direction and

     cutting direction=:(effec-

     tive rake angle)(degree).

    It is also assumed that the

shape of shear plane is a parallel-

ogram as shown in Fig. 2. Each

character in Fig. 2 shows the

following.

    diva =Shear angle measured in

      the plane perpendicuiar to

      the side cutting edge (nor-

      mal shear angle) (degree).

    ¢e=Shear angle measured in

      the plane containing both

      the chip flow direction and

      the cutting direction (effec-

      tive shear angle) (degree).

    Tc= Angle between the line

      perpendicular to the side

      cutting edge and the chip

      flow direction on the rake

    ops = Angle between the line

      direction on the shear

Now, when the cutting ratio is in
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                                                                              '                                                                                 '
When the inclination of the side cutting edge is indicated with ag, the next equation is

 .grven.

                   tan aS . cos(¢n ･- an) - tanopc .sin ¢n
           tan Te =                                                                           (3)
                              COS CUhh

The effective shear angle ¢e is indicated with the next equation.

            sin¢e==( cCoO//rpop.SlcCoOsS::h' )sin¢n , (4)

The shearing strain r is represented by the next equation.

                                  '
           r .. LCOt ¢d3 + tan(¢. -a ,,)
                                                                           (5)
                     cos ops

These examinations are same as Shaw's examination about the oblique cutting.

    In ordFr to consider the force acting on the shear plane, we try to analyze the com-

ponents of the cutting resistances. If the components of the cutting resistances Ft, Ee

and "F:s along the axis O.X; OY and OZ in Fig. 1 and' Fig. 2, can be measured by the

experiment, Fe', the force along the side cutting edge on the rake face of the tool, F21,

the force perpendicular to the rake face, and Fg, the force perpendicular to the side

cutting edge line on rake iace, are given by the conversion of the Cartesian coordinates.7)

These Fg, "ES and ny are given by the next equations.

           FY=a cos Cs.cos aS+Fl sin `vS-L sin Cs.cos aS (6)

           "F:g == jF}(sin Cs.sin abi -- eos Cs .sin aS .cos ctva) +L cos aS .cos an

             +"F:s(cos Cs.sin ava+sin Cs.sin ag.cosan) (7)

           Fg =17le(sin Cs . cos ale, +cos Cs . sin aS .sin `t,b) -- Lcos aS . sin a ,i

             +4(cos Cs.cos atn-sinCs.sin evS.sin an) (8)

Then, in the plane perpendicular to the side cutting edge, Fbim, the force acting per-

pendicular to the shear plane and Eshp, the force acting along the shear plane are given

by the next equations.

         aha= : ]F}(sin Cs . cos diva - cos Cs .sin aS .sin ¢n) + Fbcos aS .sin ¢ca

              +4(cos Cs.cos ipca+sin Cs.sin aS.sin ip.) (9)

          Anp=aF}(sin Cs･sin ¢n +cos Cs.sin aS .cos ¢n) -- Fbcos aS . cos ¢va

              +a(cos Cs.sin ipca-sin Cs.sin aS.cos din) (10)
                                                    '
The shearing force acting along the sheat plane is the resuJtant force of the force along

the side cutting edge and the force acting along the shear plane perpendicular to the side

cutting edge. This resultant force ,Flsh is given by the next equation.

                   jF:sh=" [(-4')2+(I7:shp)2] il2 (11)
Now, concerning the shear plane area, the width b and the height h are respectively

given by the next equations.
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           b== cos cs{cos as - (i2)
              S.cos Cs

Accordingly the Shear plane A is represented by the following.

                                                                            t                   t･s ,           A== cosas.sinip. (i4)
                  '
From above results, r, the rnean shearing stress in the shear plane and a, the mean

normal stress to the shear plane can be led as the next equations.

                T==,Fk.IA (15)
                O= Fbnn!A (16)
                      3. The experiment and its result

    In order to calculate the values of r,oand others, we made an experiment of

cutting operation. The specimens, corresponding to S45C steel, were used after anneal-

ing one hour at 9000C, and mechanical property of them was the following. The yield
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strength was about 34kg/mm2, the tensile strength was about 56kg/mm2 and BHN was

200. The dry cutting test was done'by using the 6 feet length high speed lathe, and

the typical .values of the cutting resistances measured by the tool dynamometer are

shown in Fig. 3. The tools were type S2 cemented carbide ones and shaped as (OO,

Var. 60, 60, 150, 150, O.5mm).

   While the three components of the cutting resistances are measured, "F}', Fb' and

.l7:,' can be calculated by the equations (6), (7) and (8). Some of these values are

shown in Fig. 4. Moreover we collected the chips in the course of experiments,

and measured the thickness of them.

                                       , D･ lIn the actual cutting state as shown in ot･ ,o･ E '
o

Fig. 5, the cutting edge OA comes to

O'At･ after once rotation of specimen by

feed S, and the actual cutting area is

the hatching area A'B'EBA. Then it

is assumed that the cutting area is equal

to O"ACD and the length O"A, that

is b, does not change with the cutting

operation. Since the above assumption

is approximately formed, the cutting

ratio rc can be calculated by the equa-

tion (2). The thickness of chips is

shown in Fig. 6. Then ¢va, the shear
angle in the plane perpendicular to the

side 'cutting edge,' can be calculated by

the equation (1), and is shown in Fig.

7. The chip flow angle opc is nearly
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 equa1 to Ttth that i$ the direction of the fri¢tional force on the rake face of the too1,7)

 which can be calculated from the cutting resistances by the next equation.

                  tan opt,=E;'!Es' (17)
 The yalues of opte calcculated by the above equation are showe in Fig. 8. WhenT,opec is

Uequal to opc, the effective rake angle ae can be calculated by the next equation.
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            sinae==sinopc.sinaS+cosopc.cosaS.sinc}n - (18)

The values of ae are shown in Fig. 9. Then, as opc is feund, ops can be calculated by

the equation (3). Accordingly, ipe is calculated by the equation (4), and shown in Fig.

10. The values of die increase as the normal rake angle values, the feed values or the

cutting speed values increase.

   The shearing strain r ca'n be calculated by the equation (5), and is shown in Fig.

11. The values of r decrease as the normal rake angle values, the feed values or the

cutting speed values increase. According to these results, the same tendency is observed

as the report about the orthogonal cutting.8)

   The shear plane area can be calculated by the equation (14) and is shown in Fig. 12.

The shear plane area A decreases as the normal rake angle value increases or the cutting

speed value increases. The mean shearing stress r and the mean normal stress o at the
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shear plane are caiculated

shown in Fig. 13 and Fig.

crease, and decrease as the

by the equations (15) and (16),

14., The values of r increase as

 feed values increase.
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                        4. Consideration of the results
                                                                   t
    Considering our experimental results, we find that the mean shearing
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tool is O.5 mm, and the depth of cut is 1mm, as shown in Fig. 5, we made the influence

of the nose radius to consider.

   As the height of the shear plane area h, the value calculated by the equation (13)

is used, and as the width b the value calculated by the equation (!2) is not adopted.

In Fig. 5, the length OBA, that is, from the end of the cutting edge to the contact

point of the outside of the cutting depth is adopted as the width of the shear plane

area. Namely, it is assumed that the shear plane area is the rectangular curved surface,

of the height h and the width b'. Thereupon, when the nose radius is indicated with

rn, and rn is smaller than t, bt is represented by the next equation.

           bt=:-E.1,.s [t` rn.+.,ruac',SinCg + n2rn--(1- ggs.--)] (lg)..

The shear plane area A' calculater by the equations (13) and (19) is shown in Fig. 15.

Then the mean shearing stress r and the mean normal stress d calculated by psing the

va]ue of A' are respectively shown in Fig. 16 and Fig. 17. The relationship between

the mean shearong stress r and the shear plane area A' is plotted in Fig. 18. Similarly,

the relationship between r and the mean normal stress o is plotted in Fig. 19 and the
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relation between r and the shearing strain r is plotted in Fig. 20.

    After Shaw published the examination about the oblique cutting mechanism, Kece-

cioglu9) published, in 1960, the experimental results of the oblique cutting, that is, about

the shear plane area, the compressive stress and the shearing stress in the shear plane

and the shearing strain. Then he found that the shearing stress in the shear plane in-

creased as the Shear plane area decreased or as the compressive stress acting the shear

plane increased and decreased as the shearing strain increased. In the case of the

single-point cutting tool, the same results as Kececioglu indicated are observed by Figs.

18, 19, and 20. Moreover, Opitdi) presented the T-r diagram of the S35C steel in the

orthogonal cutting operation, and reported that T was from 70kglmm2 to 110kg!mm2

andrwas from 1.5 to 7. 0n the other hand, WeberiO) reported thatrof the S45C

steel in the cutting test was nearly equal to the tensile strength, 75kg/mm2. The

specimen we used is the S45C steel and the value of r is about from 60kg!mm2 to

120kglmm2 as snown in Fig. 18. This value of.,T seems to be approximately equal to

the result of the orthogonal cutting. Namely'the mean shearing stress in the shear

plane, when the three-dimensional cutting is done by the single-point tool forming the

fiow-type chips, is nearly equal to the value in the case of the orthogonal cutting, and

it can be said the above analysis is regarded as appropriate.

    By means of thinking the plane containing both the chip flow direction and the

cutting direction, the frictional force acting afong the rake face of the tool can be treatL

ed in this plane. Moreover, the effective rake angle ae and the effective shear angle die

can be treated in the same plane, and must correspond to the rake angle and the shear

angle in the orthogonal cutting. r

                                 5. Conelusions

    The mechanism of the cutting phenomenon with the single-point cutting tool has
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been investigated by substituting for the simple cutting model. Then, as the experi-

mental results, the following conclusions are led.

    (1) In the case of the cutting with the single-point tool, the shearing strain and

the shearing stress calculated from the experimental results are nearly equal to the

result of the orthognal cutting theory.

    (2) Namely, the mean shearing stress in the shear plane increases as the shear

plane area decreases or as the mean normal stress to the shear plane increases, and

decreases as the shearing strain increases.

    (3) Concerning the S45C steel in the cutting test, the shearing strain in the shear

plane is from 1.5 to 5.5, and the mean shearing stress is from 60kg!mm2 to 120kg/mm2.
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